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3. Researcher's Comments (English)
________________________________________________________

 00:00:28 The teacher states the topic of the lesson: the application of the theorems of
equivalency.

The lesson focuses only on one purpose - review - and is thus likely to provide students
with opportunities to become more familiar and efficient with content they have already
encountered. The entire lesson consists of reviewing the theorem of equivalency, which
was introduced in a previous lesson. New mathematical content is neither introduced
nor practiced. Nineteen percent of the lessons in the Swiss sample devoted the entire
lesson duration exclusively to review (Hiebert et al., 2003, Teaching Mathematics in
Seven Countries: Results from the TIMSS 1999 Video Study [hereafter Video Report],
figure 3.9).

 00:00:48 Here there is a public discussion of eight prior homework problems, lasting for a period
of eight minutes. The solution method for four of these eight problems is written on the
chalkboard.

On average, five homework problems were reviewed in each Swiss lesson and the
length of time spent reviewing homework problems was five minutes (Video Report,
table 3.9).

 00:08:20 The teacher assigns a set of 87 concurrent problems, presented on a worksheet, to solve
until the end of the lesson (37 minutes). On average, 53% of the lesson time was
devoted to concurrent problems (Video Report, figure 3.4).

In Switzerland, teachers often set up a rather large amount of concurrent problems for
practice, in order for students to become more efficient in executing solution
procedures. Students are not supposed to solve all these problems during the present
lesson. Often the work will continue in the next lesson. The correction of the problems
may also take place in the following lesson.

 00:09:22 While the students are solving the problems independently, the teacher circulates to
answer student's questions and assess their progress.

 00:17:01 The teacher interrupts students' private work (here and twice more) to discuss the
solution method of the problems already solved. The teacher uses the chalkboard to
show the solution method. In 90% of the Swiss data set a chalkboard was used. Forty-
nine percent of the Swiss lessons used a projector (Video Report, table 5.6).

In this lesson, 24 minutes was spent on public interaction, and 20 minutes on private
interaction. Classroom interaction in this lesson is fairly typical of the lessons in the
Swiss data set with respect to the distribution of time on the different interaction types.
Across the Swiss data set, 54% of lesson time was devoted to public interaction and
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44% was devoted to private interaction (Video Report, table 3.6). But this lesson has
more shifts (eight) in interaction types than an average Swiss lesson, which had five
shifts (Video Report, table 3.7).


